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Abstract
The objective of this research was to design an office tool for data tabulation in systematic reviews with a quantitative approach. Therefore, in the methodological aspect, the research was applied, with a qualitative approach and a descriptive scope. A research/action design was used, which is a type of qualitative research that aims to solve everyday and immediate problems, and improve concrete practices, in this specific case, data management in systematic reviews. The results described the use of tables, dynamic tables, forms, code in Visual Basic, among other aspects. In that sense, a tool was designed in Microsoft Excel that was able to record research, process it orderly and extract information through graphs and tables for their respective bibliometric and content analysis. Finally, it was concluded that a computer solution based on Microsoft Excel is viable for the development of systematic reviews due to its low cost, flexibility and robust capacity for handling large amounts of data.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, it is well known that digitalization is allowing all information to be found with the help of technology, which in turn causes the need for modern tools that increase the efficiency of various processes or tasks. This need is present in systematic literature reviews. A systematic review is the explicit assessment of the literature, derived from a clear research question, along with a critical analysis according to different tools and a qualitative summary of the evidence [1]. In 1965, Derek estimated that after 30 or 40 papers were published in a specialty, a review was necessary and, in that sense, in 1986 Garfield examined the percentage of existing review articles with respect to the total number of articles indexed in the Science Citation Index (SCI) which was approximately 4.8 (about 30,000 review articles out of the 625,432 articles included in the index that year); while in the Chemical Abstracts (CA), it was 10.4 (approximately 40,000 out of 385,000) [2].

These approaches are analyzed through the arrival of the current world and its globalization process that have generated the increasing and constant emergence of new information, reflected in multiple articles and publications [3]; however, the number of systematic reviews published in Spanish journals has increased in recent years. In a quick attempt to support this statement, it has been estimated that there would be about 750 systematic reviews or meta-analyses published to date [4]. Systematic reviews are an integrative, observational, retrospective, secondary study, in which studies that examine the same question are combined. In turn, within the systematic review there are two forms: “quantitative or meta-analysis” and “qualitative or overview”. The differences are fundamentally given by the use of statistical methods, which allows the combination and quantitative analysis of the results obtained in each study that is
carried out. The term meta-analysis was introduced by Glass in 1976, who defined it as follows: a statistical analysis of a large series of analyses of results from individual studies with the aim of integrating their findings. Although sometimes the two terms are used interchangeably, a systematic review is not the same as a meta-analysis [5]. In that sense, a systematic review will not always have a meta-analysis, in many cases it will depend on the information collected or on the specialty on which it is developed.

The realization of high-quality systematic reviews is not easy and, sometimes, they can be difficult to interpret, for this reason certain recommendations should be taken into account to avoid errors that affect the search for relevant studies for a systematic review. Therefore, it is very useful to use in this phase a software for the automated management of bibliographic citations such as, for example, ProCite that has a wide variety of input and output formats [6]. There are also methodological search filters, previously tested to locate the relevant literature within a database. To date, many search filters have been developed, operated and evaluated to identify studies and reviews in online databases. In this regard, in the field of medicine, the Prognosis group has identified prognostic and search strategies as a methodological priority for the development of this type of systematic reviews [7]. However, users suggest that various improvements in the models of production of Cochrane systematic reviews could come from improving clarity of roles and expectations, ensuring continuity and consistency of contributions, allowing active management of the review to create capacity and share information among authors and review groups [8].

On the other hand, when starting a systematic review, it is advisable to find out if there is any regional or specialized library in the subject, as well as specific databases that are relevant for your review topic. As its name indicates, specialized databases in subjects index studies on a particular topic [9]. That is, they provide a complete picture of the totality of the evidence on a given topic [10]. Systematic reviews of quality often have greater power and less bias than the individual studies they include, and the careful combination of treatment effects can provide the most accurate overall assessment of an intervention [11]. In that sense, in the field of Psychology, the arrival of Evidence-Based Psychology (EBP) has become a methodological tool by combining the best evidence with psychological practice. EBP advocates that professional practice be based on the best evidence obtained from psychological research [12]. On the other hand, there is also the PRISMA method, which is a checklist of requirements that a systematic review and meta-analysis of clinical trials must meet to present the information. It was published in 2009 with the aim of helping the authors of this type of documents to justify their research, to explain what they did and what they found.

Likewise, it should be taken into account that the realization of a rigorous systematic review requires careful scientific consideration in the search, as well as considerable attention in its methodology. Systematic reviews usually, but not necessarily, must apply meta-analysis to examine a research question, which generally provide a higher degree of precision compared to other types of research because the estimation of the combination of studies is based on a larger sample than any of the individuals [13].

In accordance with what has been mentioned, there are currently different methodological tools for the elaboration of systematic reviews. Generally, the available softwares are focused on the bibliographic management of the studies, but they do not generate the transformation of the available data into tables or figures that in turn allow an adequate bibliometric, content or traceability analysis of the information. At the other extreme, there is a great variety of computer packages focused on a specialized statistical analysis (meta-analysis) but not on the bibliographic management. There is also an availability of computer programs applied for the bibliometric analysis; however, these programs focus on the analysis of the information without the application of the inclusion and exclusion criteria that are considered in a systematic review.
As a consequence, there is a need for a computer tool that allows to record the information of the studies analyzed in a systematic review for their subsequent tabulation based on inclusion and exclusion criteria, with the purpose of automating the generation of tables and figures that present the bibliometric and content information in a logical and concise way. These tables and figures should be a primordial part of the results of a systematic review and their automation should facilitate the writing of this type of articles. In that sense, Excel offers the ability to create pivot tables that allow users to analyze large data sets efficiently. Therefore, it could be a very useful tool for conducting a systematic literature review, especially for those who are just beginning to explore and know the possibilities of data analysis.

The use of Microsoft Excel as an office tool for systematic reviews would present various benefits in the processing of the data. First, Excel has a large storage capacity, that is, a large amount of bibliographic information could be included without any limitation. Likewise, Excel offers the possibility of mechanizing the entry of information through tables, macros or filters which in turn would facilitate the labeling of key concepts and the organized classification of the information. In the same way, Excel’s pivot tables and graphs offer an efficient alternative for the presentation of results.

Based on the above, the following research question was raised: Is it possible to apply Microsoft Excel for data tabulation in systematic reviews with a quantitative approach?

2. Methodology

The research had a qualitative approach by considering in detail each of the characteristics and qualities of a tool in Microsoft Excel for data tabulation in a systematic review; however, no indicators, data or quantitative values have been presented that empirically demonstrate a hypothesis, on the contrary, it has been possible to articulate results based on schemes or figures that answer the research question about the feasibility of designing an office tool for data tabulation in systematic reviews with a quantitative approach. Therefore, the study presented a descriptive scope, as it described the use of tables, pivot tables, forms, code in Visual Basic, among other aspects, to obtain a spreadsheet capable of processing all the necessary information for a systematic review. In addition, the design of the study was of the research/action type, as it focused on a specific diagnosis to propose the solution to a research problem associated with information management in the specific processes of collection, tabulation and transformation [14].

The tool designed was named as: "LIA Method for data tabulation in systematic reviews using Microsoft Excel". Regarding the population, it is defined as a set of units, usually, people, objects, transactions or events; on which there is an interest of study. In that sense, the population of the study was structured considering all the processes of a systematic review. However, it is not possible to design an office tool that can be applicable to all the processes of a systematic review, considering the limitations of the study; that is why a sample was used, which is a portion or part of the population of interest. The sample was represented by the processes of collecting studies, tabulating bibliometric data and classifying findings or empirical results [15]. In the same way, due to the fact that the sample was not selected under any statistical method, the sampling used was a non-probabilistic sampling by convenience; that is, the sample was chosen arbitrarily [16].

3. Results

The results of the study show each of the stages executed during the development of the office tool for the support of the construction of systematic literature reviews (SLR). In Fig. 1, the tables designed for the functioning of the spreadsheet can be observed.

3.1. Tool design in Microsoft Excel
The table 1 had the function of collecting primary information that would later feed tables 2, 3 and 4. All the tabulated information would allow generating graphs and dynamic tables. Table 1 contained descriptive information of each of the articles consulted, such as the name of the authors, research title and its respective URL (link). Likewise, it allowed verifying the compliance of inclusion and exclusion criteria which can be modified by each researcher or according to the methodology of the study.

Likewise, Table 2 was created, also called Bibliometrics, with the purpose of extracting the complete information of the included articles such as the year of publication, the country, keywords, name of the journal, the database, the type of document and the main affiliation. All this information would generate tables and graphs of bibliometrics.

In the case of Table 3, the tools used in the included articles are identified, which in turn are classified by groups or types. This information would generate a dynamic table with a count of the studies according to the classification made. The same procedure is carried out in Table 4 but identifying and classifying the findings of the included studies, specifically the effects obtained on a variable. These findings or effects are also grouped by types. The name of the authors and the research title of each study are automatically transferred by macros and formulas generating a relationship between the tables for the generation of queries and reports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Information on Included Articles (Bibliometrics)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>Year of publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL</td>
<td>Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keywords</td>
<td>Magazine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database</td>
<td>Type of Document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary Affiliation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2**: Table and Graph
- Report of articles by year
- Report of countries per article
- Report of the language used in the articles
- Report of keywords used in the article
- Report of journals per article
- Report of databases indexed by article
- Report of articles by document type
- Report of the main affiliation of the articles

**Table 3**: Tools
- Inclusion criteria
- Exclusion criteria
- Article status
- Alternatives

**Table 4**: Type of Effect
- Specific Effect

**Figure 1**: Relationship of Tables in Microsoft Excel for the tabulation of data in Systematic Reviews

### 3.2. Entering information for systematic review

Corresponding to Fig. 2, the functioning of Table 1 is referred to. As can be seen, there are 6 columns that are distributed as follows: Authors, research title, URL, inclusion/exclusion criteria, article status and alternatives for excluded studies. First, the names of the authors of each article will be placed, then the research titles follow; consequently, the URL or link of the database where these are located will be placed. Next, the 10 criteria that will allow the inclusion and exclusion of the articles that will be used in the systematic review are evaluated. On the other hand, the status and alternatives will depend on the compliance of criteria.

If the 10 criteria are met, it means that the article will have a status of "Included" and in the alternative there is a blank space. If the criteria are partially met, the status of the study will be "Excluded", while the alternative will show a note: "The study cannot be included in the systematic review, but it could be included in another section"; this section could be part of the
introduction of the article. Finally, if the compliance of criteria is less than 4, the status of the research will be "Excluded" and in the alternative column only a blank space will appear.

The importance of this table is to separate the included articles that meet all the criteria, the studies that could be used in the introduction and those that are totally excluded. This process can be done collaboratively and then join the work of different members of the research team. Likewise, the criteria can be customized according to each study.

![Figure 2: Table for selection of articles according to inclusion and exclusion criteria](image)

For the case of Table 2, the name of the authors and the research title of each included study are extracted. For this, macros are applied. The objective of this table is to collect all the bibliometric information of the articles included in the systematic review. It is distributed in 10 columns: Authors, Research Title, Year, Country, Language, Keywords, Journal, Database, Document Type and the Main Affiliation of each of the studies.

As can be seen, the first 2 columns are columns previously registered in Table 1. As shown in Fig. 3, there is a button called “update input data” that has the function of copying all the articles included according to Table 1. This task is done at the beginning and then the bibliometric information is registered. It should be noted that a study can have several keywords. In that sense, the same row of the study should be copied and pasted, but only modifying the keyword. In this way, the dynamic tables will work correctly when generating reports or queries.

![Figure 3: Bibliometric table compiling information from the articles included in the systematic review](image)
3.3. Bibliometric Reports

As a result of Table 2, all the bibliometric information of each of the included studies is collected. That is why different Dynamic Tables and Graphs are obtained to show information about: Authors, Research Title, Year, Country, Language, Keywords, Journal, Database, Document Type and Main Affiliation.

For example, in Fig. 4 you can see the dynamic table that consolidates the authors of the included articles and the research title. On the other hand, in Fig. 5 you can see each of the automatic graphs generated by the spreadsheet on the basic bibliometric information of the articles included in the systematic review.

**Figure 4:** Pivot table report to consolidate information from the articles included in the systematic review.

**Figure 5:** Graphical bibliometric reports according to the articles included in the systematic review.

3.4. Entry of thematic or content information

On the other hand, Table 3 is divided into 6 columns that correspond to: Authors, Research Title, Tool Type, Tool, Page and Description of the use of the tool, as shown in Fig. 6. Likewise,
Table 2 was complemented by Table 1 in relation to the authors and research titles. This table has been designed with the purpose of identifying tools associated with the research variable. For example, if a review is done on Big Data, a list of tools for its application could be relevant. In addition, to ensure a correct tabulation, the type of tool that serves as a label to group the data must be considered. Also, the page number where the indicated information is located must be identified and a detailed description of it must be provided. In this way, an adequate traceability of the information is ensured.

Table 6: Table to collect information on the type of tools and the tools used according to the articles included in the systematic review

In the same way, for the elaboration of Table 4, the same procedure is applied as in Table 3, but this time focusing on the findings or results of the study. A finding or result is considered as the effect obtained on the variable studied in a given population.

In Fig. 7 it can be seen that the following columns are considered: Authors, Research Title, Type of Effect, Specific Effect, Page and Description of the effect. Like the previous tables, this one was complemented by Table 1. To ensure a correct tabulation, the type of effect that serves as a label to group the data must also be considered. Likewise, it is necessary to identify the page number where the indicated information is located and provide a detailed description of it; in this way, an adequate traceability of the information is ensured.

Table 7: Table to compile information on the type of effects and the specific effect identified according to the articles included in the systematic review

3.5. Content or thematic reports
For each table, a dynamic table is obtained as a report. Therefore, all the information obtained and classified in Table 3 allows obtaining a dynamic table with the count of articles for each tool identified. Each type of tool that is considered works as a label that groups the data. If the label is unique, no division is presented, as can be seen in Fig. 8. In the same way, all the information obtained and classified in Table 4 allows obtaining a dynamic table with the count of articles by effect identified. Each label allows grouping the data in an organized way, as can be seen in Fig. 9.

Figure 8: Pivot table report on the tools used according to the articles included in the systematic review

Figure 9: Pivot table report on the findings/results in the articles included in the systematic review

3.6. Traceability of findings or results
The designed tool allows the traceability of the data tabulated in the dynamic tables (Fig. 10). Therefore, at the time of citation, you can double-click on the count and a report is generated only of the studies included in that count. In the same way, a teacher or principal investigator can use that option to verify or correct the recorded information.

![Figure 10: Traceability report on findings/results identified in the articles included in the systematic review](image)

4. Discussion

There are various computing alternatives focused on systematic reviews. Health studies [18] tend to emphasize specific tools like Covidence and Rayyan, designed for efficient study selection. Conversely, tools in software engineering and social sciences [17][19][21] often emphasize text mining and online collaboration, reflecting these fields’ unique needs. This implies that health prioritizes efficiency in managing large data volumes, whereas social sciences and engineering value flexibility and collaboration.

Covidence and Rayyan are prominent in the health field, offering functionalities tailored to systematic reviews. Covidence simplifies study selection, title and abstract review, data extraction, and bias risk assessment. It also enables efficient teamwork [18]. Rayyan offers efficient reference management, advanced filtering in title and abstract review, and a blind review mode to minimize bias [18]. These capabilities are vital in health, where managing large data volumes with precision and efficiency is crucial.

The 2015 [17] and 2014 [20] studies identified tools with functionalities like multiuser support and data extraction, valuable across disciplines.

However, despite their effectiveness in systematic reviews, Covidence and Rayyan have limitations affecting their research applicability. Covidence’s cost can be prohibitive for individual researchers or budget limited institutions. Its interface, while generally intuitive, may pose a learning curve due to multiple functionalities. Though Covidence allows data extraction customization, it may lack the flexibility of an Excel spreadsheet for projects with unique data requirements. Its integration with other databases or reference management tools can be limiting. Being web based, it also requires a constant internet connection, a potential issue in areas with limited connectivity.

Rayyan, ideal for initial study selection, might lack tools for complex analyses. Its interface may seem less intuitive than others, potentially affecting initial efficiency. The support and documentation for Rayyan could be insufficient for new or less experienced users. Like Covidence, Rayyan’s internet dependency could be problematic in areas with limited access.
These limitations are crucial when selecting research tools, especially in resource limited contexts or for highly specific research needs. Choosing between Covidence, Rayyan, and tools like Excel depends on the project’s specific needs, available resources, and user familiarity with these platforms.

Another vital aspect is managing findings or results. Covidence focuses on study selection, title and abstract review, data extraction, and bias risk assessment. It allows efficient data organization from selected studies. However, its detailed table synthesis capability might be limited compared to a customized Excel spreadsheet. Covidence ensures data traceability, indicating the origin of each data point. Rayyan mainly aids in study selection and review. While it enables study tagging and filtering, its detailed data extraction and table synthesis functionalities are limited. Rayyan is useful for initial reference management and team collaboration but falls short in data synthesis depth compared to Excel. In this regard, Excel offers more flexibility and customization for detailed findings extraction, table grouping, information synthesis, and tracing each finding to its original study.

Furthermore, while Covidence and Rayyan excel in data management and analysis for systematic reviews, they aren’t specifically designed for bibliometric table or chart generation. These platforms focus on study selection, data extraction, and bias analysis, unlike the proposed spreadsheet, which manages information and generates bibliometric tables and figures.

Collaboration is essential across disciplines. Tools like SLRTool [20] facilitate team collaboration in various research areas. However, Excel can also be effective for small teams or less complex social science and engineering projects.

Systematic review tools in health, social sciences, and engineering differ in approaches and functionalities, reflecting each field’s needs. While health emphasizes data volume management efficiency, social sciences and engineering prioritize flexibility and collaboration. Excel, adaptable and accessible, can be valuable in social sciences and engineering, especially for specific requirement projects or those with limited budgets.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, systematic reviews are an important tool for scientific research. This research model provides a systematic and objective method to synthesize the evidence from the scientific literature on a specific topic. Likewise, these must follow a set of established guidelines to ensure that they are reliable and reproducible. Therefore, the methods used must be transparent, so that readers can evaluate their validity. In addition, it should be noted that this helps researchers a lot, either to identify knowledge gaps or to evaluate the existing evidence.

Therefore, the construction of tools to assist in systematic reviews is essential, either for the collection of information or for data analysis. This will facilitate the construction of the systematic review, as well as its structure and writing, being done in a more dynamic way and in less time than working conventionally.

Therefore, an alternative as technological support for the elaboration of systematic reviews would be Microsoft Excel. This represents the opportunity to work orderly, separating the information in several stages: from the selection of the articles to the tools and effects that can be identified in the various studies. The power of Excel should be taken advantage of to work with a large amount of information and collaborate with other researchers, keeping the consolidation of the data in a single file. Likewise, Excel has powerful tools equivalent to complex databases, such
as dynamic tables or graph generation, especially if you want to maintain a quantitative approach through data counting and bibliometrics of the selected studies.

Finally, the proposed alternative does not replace any existing methodological procedure, but it does strengthen the data tabulation process in view of the scarcity of computer solutions that achieve the same objective.
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